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On the Internal Resonance of a
Spinning Disk Under Space-Fixed
Pulsating Edge Loads
Internal resonance between a pair of forward and backward modes of a spinning
under space-fixed pulsating edge loads is investigated by means of multiple scale m
It is found that internal resonance can occur only at certain rotation speeds at which
natural frequency of the forward mode is close to three times the natural frequency o
backward mode and the excitation frequency is close to twice the frequency of the
ward mode. For a light damping case the trivial solution can lose stability via b
pitchfork as well as Hopf bifurcations when frequency detuning of the edge load is va
On the other hand, nontrivial solutions experience both saddle-node and Hopf bifu
tions. When the damping is increased, the Hopf bifurcations along the trivial solution
disappear. Furthermore, there exists a certain value of damping beyond which
nontrivial solution is possible. Single-mode resonance is also briefly discussed
comparison. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1408616#
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Introduction

The vibration analysis of a spinning disk under space-fix
edge loads attracts attention because of its possible applicatio
such fields as circular saw cutting and grind wheel operat
Carlin and his co-workers’ investigation@1# appears to be the firs
paper attempting to calculate the natural frequencies of a spin
disk under a concentrated radial edge load. Radcliffe and Mote@2#
extended the work of@1# by considering a general concentrat
edge load with both radial and tangential components. Chen@3,4#
reformulated the problem with emphasis on the effects of rela
motion between the disk and the edge load on the stability
natural frequencies of the loaded disk. Recently Chen@5# ex-
tended these analyses by considering the parametric resonan
a spinning disk under space-fixed pulsating edge loads.

The plate model employed in@5# ignored the effect of mem-
brane stretching. As a consequence the equation of motion is
ear in terms of the transverse deflection and the stiffness t
involves a periodic coefficient which is due to the pulsating ed
load. This linearized model imposes two limits on the applicab
ity of the parametric resonance theory presented in@5#. First of all,
while the linearized model can predict the onset of parame
resonance, it cannot predict the amplitude of steady-state vibra
after parametric resonance occurs. Secondly, it cannot accoun
the complicated internal resonance phenomenon which is du
interaction between modes coupled by the nonlinear effect.

In this paper we extend our previous work@5# to consider the
nonlinear parametric resonance of a spinning disk under sp
fixed pulsating edge loads. Membrane stretching effect is ta
into account by employing von Karman’s plate model. We foc
our attention on the internal resonance between a pair of forw
and backward traveling waves with the same number of no
diameters and nodal circles. Galerkin’s procedure is used to
cretize the equations of motion. The multiple scale method is t
used to study the steady-state behavior and the stability of
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response. Both static and dynamic bifurcation phenomena are
cussed. The effects of damping on the bifurcation points are
studied in detail.

Equations of Motion
We consider an elastic circular disk spinning with consta

speedV. The disk is ‘‘partially’’ clamped@6# at the inner radius
r 5a and is subjected to a periodic radial load at the outer rad
r 5b. In circular saw and grinding wheel operations the rad
load is applied on a small sector of the outer edge. We assume
this space-fixed edge load can be expanded in a Fourier s
cosgt(k50

` Pk cosku. Pk has the dimension of stress, andg is the
excitation frequency of the in-plane edge load. The direction
the edge load remains unchanged when the disk vibrates late
The equations of motion of the spinning disk in terms of tran
verse displacementw and stress functionf can be written as@7#

rh~w,tt12Vw,tu1V2w,uu!1cfw,t1D¹4w

5hH w,rr ~r 21f ,r1r 22f ,uu!1~r 21w,r1r 22w,uu!f ,rr

22~r 21w,u! ,r~r 21f ,u! ,r2rV2r S r

2
¹2w1w,r D J (1)

¹4f52E@w,rr ~r 21w,r1r 22w,uu!

12r 23w,ruw,u2r 22~w,ru!22r 24~w,u!2#

12~12n!rV2 (2)

~r, u! are space-fixed polar coordinates. The parametersr, h, E, n,
andD are the mass density, thickness, Young’s modulus, Pois
ratio, and flexural rigidity of the disk, respectively.cf represents a
space-fixed homogeneous damping due to the surrounding a
writing Eq. ~2! the in-plane inertia is neglected. These two equ
tions are based on the famous von Karman’s plate model, wh
accounts for the membrane stretching due to bending.

It is noted that the total deflection of the disk cannot be deem
as the sum of the deflection components due to each Fourier c
ponent in the series because the edge load affects the stiff
operator instead of the forcing term. However, in Chen’s previo
work @4,5# on linear response in a similar loading situation
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observed through numerical simulation that the effects of e
Fourier component on the stability properties of the spinning d
are additive. In other words, if a Fourier component causes
stable vibration, then so does the general loading containing
particular Fourier component. As a consequence, it is possib
predict the behavior of the loaded disk by considering the effec
the general edge load as the combined effects of its individ
components. Along this line of thought we focus on the respo
of a spinning disk under a Fourier component cosgtPk cosku in
the following discussion.

The partially clamped boundary conditions for transverse
flection w at r 5a are

w50 (3)

w,r50. (4)

The boundary conditions atr 5b are

~¹2w!,r1r22~12n!~w,ruu2r21w,uu!1
hPk

D
cosgt coskuw,r50 (5)

w,rr 1nr 21~w,r1r 21w,uu!50. (6)

The in-plane boundary conditions atr 5b are

s ru50, (7)

s r5Pk cosgt cosku. (8)

We also require that

f,` at r 50. (9)

It is noted that while Eqs.~1! and~2! are nonlinear in terms o
w, they are linear inf. Therefore we can divide the stress functio
f in Eq. ~2! into three parts:

f5f11f21f3 . (10)

The first partf1 accounts for the stretching effect due to t
centrifugal force. The second partf2 accounts for the edge loa
effect. The corresponding stress fieldss rk , suk , ands ruk can be
found in a standard elasticity monograph@8#. The third partf3
involves nonlinear terms ofw. After substituting Eq.~10! in
Eqs. ~1! and ~2! and introducing the following dimensionles
quantities,

t* 5
t

b2AD

rh
, V* 5Vb2Arh

D
,

g* 5gb2Arh

D
, r * 5

r

b
, w* 5wA b

h3,

f* 5f
h

D
, cf* 5cf

b3

24~12n2!Arh3D
,

«512~12n2!
h

b
, h5

a

b
,

s r* 5
hb2

D
s r , Pk* 5

b3

12~12n2!D
Pk ,

we can rewrite the equations of motion in the dimensionless fo
after dropping the asterisks for simplicity,

w,tt12Vw,tu1V2w,uu1¹4w1Lw12«cfw,t1«Pk cosgtLkw

5w,rr ~r 21f3,r1r 22f3,uu!1~r 21w,r1r 22w,uu!f3,rr

22~r 21w,u! ,r~r 21f3,u! ,r (11)

¹4f352«@w,rr ~r 21w,r1r 22w,uu!

12r 23w,ruw,u2r 22~w,ru!22r 24~w,u!2#. (12)
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Lk is the membrane operator associated with the stress field du
the edge load, andL is associated with the axisymmetrical stre
field due to the centrifugal force,

Lk[2
1

r F ]

]r S rs rk

]

]r
1s ruk

]

]u D1
]

]u S s ruk

]

]r
1

1

r
suk

]

]u D G
(13)

L[2
1

r F ]

]r S rs1r

]

]r D1
]

]u S 1

r
s1u

]

]u D G (14)

where

s1r5
31n

8
V2~12r 2! (15)

s1u5
1

8
V2@~31n!2~113n!r 2#. (16)

When the nonlinear terms ofw are neglected in Eqs.~11! and
~12!, the equations reduce to the one considered in@5#.

In the special case when«50, the solutionf3 in Eq. ~12! is
identically zero, and as a consequence Eq.~11! is reduced to

w,tt12Vw,tu1V2w,uu1¹4w1Lw50. (17)

Equation~17! is the equation of motion of a freely spinning dis
The natural frequency of a mode withn nodal diameters andm
nodal circles is denoted byvmn . The corresponding eigenfunctio
is complex and assumes the form

wmn~r ,u!5Rmn~r !einu. (18)

It is also noted that the eigenfunctionswmn are orthonormal.
Figure 1 shows the natural frequency loci of a spinning disk

the rotation speed varies. The clamping ratioh is 0.5, and the
Poisson ration is 0.27. Only the modes with less than four nod
diameters are shown here. The subscriptsf, b, andr of the mode
label ~m, n! represents forward, backward, and reflected mod
respectively@5#.

Discretization
The linear analysis in@5# predicts that when the spinning disk

subject to a space-fixed distributed edge loadP2n cosgt cos 2nu,
single-mode parametric resonance can occur when the excita
frequencyg is twice the natural frequency of an~m, n! mode.
Combination resonance involving two modes~m, n! and~p, q! can
also occur when the numbers of nodal diametersn and q satisfy
certain relations. In this paper we focus on the internal resona
between a pair of forward and backward~m, n! modes excited by
the in-plane edge load. We assume that solutionw(r ,u,t) of Eqs.
~11! and ~12! can be approximated in terms of eigenfunctio
wmn(r ,u) as

w~r ,u,t !5cmn~ t !wmn1 c̄mn~ t !w̄mn . (19)

Fig. 1 Natural frequency loci of a freely spinning disk
NOVEMBER 2001, Vol. 68 Õ 855
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Both cmn(t) and wmn(r ,u) in Eq. ~19! are complex functions,
while the displacementw(r ,u,t) is a real function.w̄mn represents
the complex conjugate ofwmn . In order to solvef3 in Eq. ~12!
we introduce a set of eigenfunctionsfmn satisfying the following
differential equation:

¹4fmn2bmn
4 fmn50. (20)

fmn satisfy the same boundary conditions asf3 does. After ex-
pressingf3 in terms of eigenfunction seriesfmn and following
Galerkin’s procedure, we can discretize Eqs.~11! and ~12! into

c̈mn12inV ċmn1kmncmn12«cf ċmn1«m c̄mn cosgt

1«aucmnu2cmn50 (21)

where

kmn5vmnvmn̄ (22)

m5pE
h

1F rs r ~2n!~Rmn,r !
21S n2su~2n!

r
2ns ru~2n!,r D ~Rmn!

2Gdr.

(23)

vmn andvmn̄ are the natural frequencies of the backward and
forward modes, respectively. It is noted thatvmn̄ is equal to
vmn12nV. Constanta can be obtained via numerical integratio
involving eigenfunctionswmn and fmn . ucmnu represents the ab
solute value of complex numbercmn .

Multiple Scale Method
We apply the method of multiple scale@9# to analyze the solu-

tion of Eq. ~21!. The method of multiple scale assumes an exp
sion of the solution in the form

cmn~ t !5cmn
~0!~ t,T1!1«cmn

~1!~ t,T1!1O~«2! (24)

where T1[et. Substituting~24! into ~21! and equating coeffi-
cients of like powers ofe yields

«0: D0
2cmn

~0!12inVD0cmn
~0!1kmncmn

~0!50 (25)

«1: D0
2cmn

~1!12inVD0cmn
~1!1kmncmn

~1!

522D1D0cmn
~0!22inVD1cmn

~0!22cfD0cmn
~0!

2aucmn
~0!u2cmn

~0!2m c̄mn
~0! cosgt (26)

where D0[]/]t, and D1[]/]T1 . The general solution of Eq
~25! can be written in the form

cmn
~0!5d1~T1!eivmnT01d2~T1!e2 ivmn̄T0. (27)

Substituting~27! into the right-hand side of~26! we observe that
there exist secular terms in three different cases. In the first
whenvmn̄ is close to 3vmn andg is close to 2vmn internal reso-
nance involving both modes will occur. In the second case w
vmn̄ is close to 3vmn andg is close to 2vmn̄ , only single-mode
resonance will be induced. In the third case whenvmn̄ is away
from 3vmn and g is close to 2vmn or 2vmn̄ , again only single-
mode resonance is possible. The second and the third cases a
same in essence. No combination resonance of the sum or d
ence type is possible when only this pair of modes are consid
@5#. In the following we focus on the internal resonance case.

Internal Resonance:vmn̄ is close to 3vmn and g is close
to 2vmn

In this case we assume that

g52vmn1«§1

vmn̄53vmn1«§2

where§1 and §2 are two independent detuning parameters. T
secular terms of Eq.~26! can be eliminated if
856 Õ Vol. 68, NOVEMBER 2001
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2i v̂mnD1d11 i2vmncfd11ad1~ ud1u212ud2u2!

2
m

2
~ d̄1ei §1T11d̄2ei ~§22§1!T1!50 (28)

2i v̂mnD1d21 i2vmn̄cfd22ad2~ ud2u212ud1u2!

1
m

2
d̄1ei ~§22§1!T150 (29)

wherev̂mn51/2(vmn1vmn̄). We expressd1 andd2 in the forms

d1~T1!5
1

2
a1~T1!eib1~T1! (30)

d2~T1!5
1

2
a2~T1!eib2~T1!. (31)

After substituting Eqs.~30! and ~31! into Eqs.~28! and ~29! we
can conclude that the nontrivial steady-state solutions ofa1 , b1 ,
a2 , andb2 must satisfy the following equations:

4v̂mn§1a12aa1~a1
212a2

2!12m~a1 cosc11a2 cosc2!50
(32)

4cfvmna12m~a1 sinc11a2 sinc2!50 (33)

4v̂mn~2§223§1!a21aa2~a2
212a1

2!22ma1 cosc250
(34)

4cfvmn̄a21ma1 sinc250 (35)

where

c15§1T122b1 (36)

c25~§22§1!T12b12b2 . (37)

It is noted that single-mode resonance is not possible in this c
A straightforward solution procedure to solve Eqs.~32! to ~35! for
nontrivial solutionsa1 , a2 , c1 , andc2 is described briefly in the
Appendix. The steady-state vibration of the spinning disk is th

w~r ,u,t !5Rmn~r !Fa1 cosS gt

2
2

c1

2
1nu D

1a2 cosS 3gt

2
2

c1

2
1c22nu D G1O~«!, (38)

which represents the superposition of two waves traveling in
posite directions. It is noted that the first term witha1 in Eq. ~38!
is excited directly by the edge load, while the second term witha2
is excited internally in a super-harmonic manner.

Stability Analysis
The stability of the steady-state solutions can be analyzed

expressingd1(T1) andd2(T1) as

d1~T1!5d1
~s!1d̂1~T1! (39)

d2~T1!5d2
~s!1d̂2~T1!. (40)

d1
(s) andd2

(s) are the steady-state solutions. After substituting E
~39! and~40! into Eqs.~28! and~29! and linearizing with respec
to the variationsd̂1(T1) and d̂2(T1) we can study the stability of
the steady-state solutions. For instance, in order to study the
bility of the trivial solutions we substitute

d1~T1!5@â1~T1!1 i b̂1~T1!#e~ i §1/2!T1 (41)

d2~T1!5@â2~T1!1 i b̂2~T1!#e~2 i3§1/21 i §2!T1 (42)

into Eqs.~28! and ~29! to obtain the Jacobian matrix@J# of the
linearized equations as
Transactions of the ASME
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F 0 2m 4cfvmn̄ v̂mn~6§124§2!

2m 0 2v̂mn~6§124§2! 4cfvmn̄
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By calculating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix, we
determine the stability of the trivial solutions. The stability of th
nontrivial solutions can be analyzed in a similar manner.

Steady-State Solutions
Figure 2 shows the amplitudes and phases of the steady-

solutions as functions of detuning parameter§1 for the internal
resonance between a pair of~0, 3! modes atV53.3. The param-
eters used in the calculation are«50.01, v0359.9, v03̄529.7,
m5100, cf50.5, anda50.4. The excitation frequencyg52v03
1«§1 . The solid and dashed curves represent stable and uns
solutions, respectively. The stable trivial solution undergoes a
percritical pitchfork bifurcation at§1523.11 ~point A!. From
point A the nontrivial solution branch is stable and undergoe
saddle-node bifurcation at point H(§150.90). On the other hand

Fig. 2 Amplitudes and phases of the steady-state response.
«Ä0.01, VÄ3.3, v03Ä9.9, v03̄Ä29.7, gÄ2v03¿«§1 , mÄ100, a
Ä0.4, and c fÄ0.5.

Fig. 3 Eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix along the trivial so-
lution path of Fig. 2
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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the unstable trivial solution from point A undergoes a subcriti
pitchfork bifurcation at point B (§1520.64), creating an unstabl
nontrivial branch BH and a stable trivial branch BC. This stab
trivial solution then loses stability via a supercritical Hopf bifu
cation at§1520.33 ~point C!, creating a quasi-periodic solutio
c03 which cannot be shown in Fig. 2. The unstable branch
undergoes a supercritical Hopf bifurcation at point D (§150.33)
and creates a stable trivial branch DE. The branch DE then un
goes a supercritical bifurcation at point E creating a stable n
trivial branch EG and unstable trivial branch EF. The sta
branch EG then loses stability via a supercritical Hopf bifurcat
at point G creating a stable quasi-periodic solution~which again
cannot be shown in Fig. 2! and an unstable periodic solution. Th
trivial branch EF undergoes a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation
point F creating an unstable nontrivial branch and a stable tri
branch.

The bifurcation points along the trivial solution path can
verified by observing the eigenvaluesl of the Jacobian matrix@J#
in Eq. ~43! in Fig. 3. At points A, B, E, and F there exists a ze
eigenvalue, which implies a pitchfork bifurcation. On the oth
hand at points C and D there exist a pair of purely imagin
eigenvalues and the real part loci of the eigenvalues cross the
line ‘‘transversely,’’ which implies a Hopf bifurcation@10#.

To demonstrate the existence of quasiperiodic solutions
dicted by the multiple scale analysis we use Runge-Kutta met
to integrate Eq.~21! at §1520.32 ~a point slightly to the right of
point C in Fig. 2! with initial conditions c0350.1 and ċ0350.
Figure 4~a! shows the response history of the real part ofc03 after
a long period of time. Figure 4~b! shows its Poincare map re
corded fromt510,000 to 12,000 with the sampling rate equal
the excitation frequency. The sampling points fill up a small st

Fig. 4 „a… Quasi-periodic response and „b … the corresponding
Poincare map for §1ÄÀ0.32 with initial conditions c 03Ä0.1 and
ċ 03Ä0
NOVEMBER 2001, Vol. 68 Õ 857
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around a closed curve, which implies the quasi-periodic featur
the response. If the initial condition ofc03 is changed from 0.1 to
20, the response then settles to the stable branch AH in Fig.
shown in Fig. 5. The Poincare map in Fig. 5~b! records the sam-
pling points fromt54000 to 6000.

To observe the effects of damping we use the same param
as those in Fig. 2 but change the dampingcf from 0.5 to 1. The
amplitudes and phases of the steady-state solutions are sho
Fig. 6. We observe that the two Hopf bifurcation points C and
approach each other until they coalesce and disappear. Fur
more the Hopf bifurcation point G on the nontrivial solutio
branch moves to the right resulting in a longer stable branch

Bifurcation Points
The observations on the eigenvalue loci in Fig. 3 allow us

predict the bifurcation points on the trivial solution path analy
cally. For the Hopf bifurcation to occur a pair of the eigenvalu
of the Jacobian matrix~43! must be purely imaginary. By Routh
Hurwitz criterion we conclude that the detuning parameter§1H
must satisfy the equation

A2H§1H
4 1A1H§1H

2 1A0H50 (44)

where

Fig. 5 „a… Periodic response and „b … the corresponding Poin-
care map for §1ÄÀ0.32 with initial conditions c 03Ä20 and ċ 03
Ä0

Fig. 6 Amplitudes and phases of the steady-state response.
«Ä0.01, VÄ3.3, v03Ä9.9, v03̄Ä29.7, gÄ2v03¿«§1 , mÄ100, a
Ä0.4, and c fÄ1.0.
858 Õ Vol. 68, NOVEMBER 2001
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A2H51024v̂mn
4 vmnvmn̄

A1H564v̂mn
2 @80cf

2vmnvmn̄v̂mn
2 1m~4v̂mn

2 1vmnvmn̄!#

A0H54096cf
4vmnvmn̄v̂mn

4 164cf
2m2v̂mn

2 ~vmn
2 1vmn̄

2 !

2m4~4v̂mn
2 2vmnvmn̄!.

The roots of Eq.~44! correspond to points C and D in Fig. 2
Similarly, the detuning parameter§1P for pitchfork bifurcation
must satisfy

A2P§1P
4 1A1P§1P

2 1A0P50 (45)

where

A2P5144v̂mn
4

A1P54v̂mn
2 @16cf

2~8vmn
2 1vmn̄

2 !215m2#

A0P5256cf
4vmn

2 vmn̄
2 116cf

2m2vmn̄~2vmn2vmn̄!1m4.

The roots of Eq.~45! correspond to points A, B, E, and F in Fig
2. In Fig. 7 we plot the absolute values of the roots of Eqs.~44!
and ~45! as functions of dampingcf . It is observed that Hopf
bifurcation ceases to exist ascf exceeds 0.63, while pitchfork
bifurcation ceases to exist ascf exceeds 1.67. In other words, n
nontrivial solution is possible whencf is greater than 1.67. Thes
two special dampings, denoted bycf H andcf P , respectively, are
proportional tom, and can be obtained by solving

A0H50 (46)

A1P
2 24A2PA0P50, (47)

respectively. Both Eqs.~46! and ~47! are quadratic equations o
cf

2.

Single Mode Resonance:vmn̄ is close to 3vmn and g is
close to 2vmn̄

In this case we assume that

g52vmn̄1«§1 . (48)

The secular terms of Eq.~26! can be eliminated if

2i v̂mnD1d11 i2vmncfd11ad1~ ud1u212ud2u2!50 (49)

2i v̂mnD1d21 i2vmn̄cfd22ad2~ ud1u212ud2u2!1
m

2
d̄2e2 i §1T150.

(50)

Following a similar procedure as in the internal resonance case
can conclude that the steady-state solution ofa1 is zero and the
nontrivial steady-state solution ofa2 andb2 satisfy the following
conditions:

4cfvmn̄2m sinc250 (51)

Fig. 7 Pitchfork and Hopf bifurcation points along the trivial
solution path as functions of damping c f
Transactions of the ASME
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2aa2
212m cosc214v̂mn§150 (52)

where

c25§1T112b2 . (53)

Therefore, only single-mode resonance is possible in this c
After eliminating c2 from Eqs. ~51! and ~52!, we derive the
square of the steady-state amplitudea2 as

a2
25

2

a
@2§1v̂mn6~m2216cf

2vmn̄
2 !1/2#. (54)

Nontrivial steady-state vibration begins to exist when

§1
2<

m2216cf
2vmn̄

2

4v̂mn
2 . (55)

Equation~55! can also be predicted by the linear analysis in@5#.
Figure 8 shows the amplitudea2 of the steady-state vibration as
function of §1 when the excitation frequencyg is close to twice
the natural frequency of mode (0,3)f . The parameters used in th
calculation are the same as those used in plotting Fig. 2.

Conclusions
In this paper we use multiple scale method to study the inte

resonance between a pair of forward and backward modes
spinning disk under space-fixed pulsating edge loads. Lin
analysis in@5# predicts that only single-mode parametric res
nance can occur when the excitation frequency is twice the na
frequency of the mode of interest. By considering the nonlin
effect resulting from von Karman’s plate model, however, inter
resonance is predicted in some special cases. Several conclu
are summarized as follows:

~a! Internal resonance can occur when the natural frequenc
the forward mode is close to three times the natural frequenc
the backward mode and the excitation frequency is close to tw
the frequency of the backward mode. In the case when the e

Fig. 8 Amplitude of the single-mode resonance. «Ä0.01, V
Ä3.3, v03Ä9.9, v03̄Ä29.7, gÄ2v03̄¿«§1 , mÄ100, aÄ0.4, and
c fÄ0.5.
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tation frequency is close to twice the frequency of the forwa
mode, on the other hand, only single-mode parametric reson
is possible.

~b! For light damping case the trivial solution can lose stabil
via both pitchfork as well as Hopf bifurcations when frequen
detuning parameter is varied. On the other hand, nontrivial s
tions experience both saddle-node and Hopf bifurcations.

~c! When the damping is increased the Hopf bifurcations alo
the trivial solution path disappear. There also exists a cer
damping value beyond which no nontrivial solution is possible

Appendix
By eliminating c1 from Eqs.~34! and ~35! we can derive an

equation involving onlyg5a1
2 and f 5a2

2 in the form

p2~ f !g21p1~ f !g1p0~ f !50. (A1)

With use of Eqs.~34! and~35!, Eqs.~32! and~33! can be reduced
to

q4~ f !g41q3~ f !g31q2~ f !g21q1~ f !g1q0~ f !50 (A2)

pi andqi are functions off only. Equations~A1! and~A2! can then
be reduced to the following equation in terms off:

~m2p02m0p2!21~m2p12m1p2!~m0p12m1p0!50 (A3)

where

m25p0~p2q32p1q4!

m15p0~p2q22p0q4!2p2
2q0

m05p0p2q12p1p2q0 .

After solving a2 from Eq. ~A3!, we can obtaina1 from ~A1!.
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